The Power of Global Vision for the Corporate World
The majority of your potential and existing clients have
no real idea of your organisation’s operations. That also
goes for your employees, suppliers, public and various
stakeholders. Corporate brand awareness is one of the
primary keys to profit. Terms such as, “I did not realise
you did that”, “If only I had known”, “I did not know
that you were in so many places” and “I did not
realise that I work for an organisation that did so
many things or was in so many countries” can cost
millions of dollars in lost revenue every year.
Titan Class Vision helps address the above issues at a
fraction of the cost of traditional methods.

Switch between 2D and 3D with high definition zoom capabilities

VISION

Customised Technology for
Boardroom, Reception and
Common Areas
Titan Class Vision displays an enterprise's unique global
presence and brand across stunning satellite imagery.
Vision will impress and captivate audiences in
boardroom, reception and common areas.
Titan Class Vision is designed to be customised to your
specific needs. It comes to you displaying your
company logo, world wide office locations and world
time. However it can be further tailored according to
your company’s specifications. In the boardroom it can
be used in meetings to show agendas. At the reception
desk it can communicate company news, world wide
weather or zoom in to show greater local detail. At the
airport Vision can be used to show flight paths and
facilitate advertising. The opportunities are huge.

VISION

Proven Core Technology

Get Vision

US based Palm Inc. licensed the Titan Class Palm OS

Pricing for Titan Class Vision to integrate with your

applications for 5 years. The outstanding success in the

existing display technology starts at AU$24,995 plus

Palm consumer economy saw over 80,000

GST. This price includes:

applications sold. Based on this success Titan Class

! your company logo, world-wide office locations and

has now been developed for the global enterprise

several world time locations over beautiful satellite

market and taken to the big screen.

imagery;
! a readily concealable, quiet and portable miniature
computer;
! the computer being configured as a turnkey solution
that provides automatic start-up and shutdown;and
! the first year of support and maintenance.

Titan Class products were used in the worldwide launches of the
new Tungsten T Palm Handheld by Palm Inc. and with the Palm
Operating System 5 by PalmSource.

We can also source display technology and offer further
customisation at a competitive price. Installation is a

Titan Class Vision builds on 10 years of core technology,

one-time fee and quoted on a site specific basis.

international award-winning designs and acclaimed
customer service.

Talk to our professional team today to discuss the great
opportunities Titan

Class Vision can offer your

organisation.

Communicate your organisation's national or international information
intuitively and rapidly

Titan Class Vision uses the world's most advanced technologies including a
miniature computer in an anodised case the size of 5 CD boxes stacked high
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